Shift Procedure:
1. Upon entering the main entrance of Parkland, which is on the Northwest corner of the
parking garage, turn LEFT and continue walking until you approach the front desk.
a. As long as you flash your badge to the police officer that is on-duty, you will not
have to go through the metal detector.
2. Scan your badge against the pad on the right hand side of the double doors and
continue walking the entire length of the hallway until you reach another set of double
doors.
a. These doors will lead you into pods L and M.
3. Once you have scanned your badge at the double doors, turn LEFT and continue
walking.
a. You will pass by two patient rooms, which will be to your left, before you see the
Nurse’s and Registration’s desks.
4. Turn RIGHT and then another hard RIGHT, which will lead you to where you will be
stationed for the remainder of your shift.
a. Typically, you will see both the Attending and Resident to your right at the
computers. Sometimes, there will also be a 1st-year intern or medical student to
your left.
b. As long as there's a chair open on the LEFT side, and no one is sitting there, I’ll
typically sit there and place my bag against the far wall underneath the tv
monitor.

5. After introducing yourself and letting the Attending know that you are one of Dr.
Pierce’s EMRAP students, you are free to start rounds.
a. As a general consensus, I like to make my first set of rounds right when I get
there and then two hours later, which gives enough time for a new set of
patients to be processed into a new room.

6. Rounds:
a. To get to one of the main hallways that leads you to the other pods, when facing
the back of nurse’s desk, which would leave your station directly to the left you,
turn right and continue to another set of double doors.
i. Exit and turn left.
b. Along this hallway you will we see letters at the top of the doors indicating which
pod you are about enter.
i. For this specific hallway, you will see letters K and J to your left and E, F,
G and H to your right.
ii. I tend to walk straight to K and then continue to J, before heading to the
other pods.
c. Upon entering your first pod, you will see both the Attending’s and Nurse’s desk
situated in the middle of the pod.
i. As long as they are not talking to another physician or other staff
members at that moment, you are more than free to introduce yourself
like you did previously at your station and then follow up with your
questions.
ii. Ex: “Hello, my name is Alex Fernandez and I am one of Dr. Pierce’s
EMRAP students. I was wondering if you currently had any patients that
would qualify for our research studies?”
1. If the physician is not familiar with the studies, be prepared to list
them.
2. Rarely do they ask about inclusion or exclusion criteria in order to
save time, but just in case, I always keep a small notepad with me
that includes one or two of those criteria. – It saves you the
awkward look or stare when you’re not completely sure yourself.
iii. If there are any patients that could possibly meet criteria you will then
send an email to this email address: 2147866677@usamobility.net
1. In the subject area, include the specific study that this patient
would be enrolled in.
2. In the comments section, I typically write, “There is a potential
candidate in room ___.”
3. DO NOT INCLUDE any Protected Health Information (PHI)!
d. Once you have completed this process for pod K, you will then repeat it until
have gone through every pod collecting patients.
i. I tend to start at pod K, work my way down to J, cross through H to A and
then work my way up to D, before I cross E to pods L and M.
1. In essence, I do a complete circle!
ii. My pathway is attached to the following page to better visualize.

7. Once you have completed your first set of rounds, you are then free to go back to your
station and shadow your physician!
a. If time permitting, and there’s a researcher in the area, he or she will locate you
in pod L and run through the procedure of vetting the patient more thoroughly
on EPIC.

LASTLY, AND MOST IMPORTANTLY, DON’T FORGET TO HAVE
FUN!!!

